
Coyle Community Club
Fall Membership Meeting Minutes

LBJ Community Center
September 2, 2018

Board members attending: President - Karen Gale, Treasurer - Ted Hadley, Secretary - John 
Bell, Directors - Carol Robinson, Doug Eggert, Tim McKee, Robert Bautista 

Members signed in at the door, and membership status was confirmed by Doug using 
the current roster provided by Ted.  A quorum was determined, and the meeting was 
called to order at 1:01 PM.

Karen began with an overview of the purpose of the Fall Membership meeting as 
described in our bylaws.  Note that much of the material covered during this meeting 
was supported by charts presented on the large screen video monitor for attendees to 
see.  These slides are included as an attachment to these minutes.

Karen welcomed all the people attending and expressed her gratitude for being able to 
serve as president this past year.  She believes there will be lots of opportunities for all 
members to participate in the activities in the community during the year to come.  
These include involvement as a board member, participation with one of the 
committees, volunteering for event organizing and helping out at work parties.

The Treasurer’s report was given by Ted.  Membership dues so far for the year slightly 
exceed $20,000 and represents an increase over the previous year due to an increase 
in membership.  Savings amounts to roughly $67,000 and represents more than 3 years 
of income.  All budget line items are staying within approved funding limits with the 
possible exception of dock maintenance which may go slightly above the set amount to 
cover cost of a new lawn mower.  Ted thanked H.R. Bohman and Gary Elmer again for 
their work on the audit committee last Spring.  He requested that two members 
volunteer to serve on the audit committee for the coming year.  Dennis Schmitt was first 
to volunteer, and will chair the audit committee.  Joan Marie Eggert volunteered to serve 
as the second member.

Wolf and Alder Roads Maintenance Committee Report - Tim described that 
maintenance so far this year has involved purchase, delivery and spreading of 28 tons 
of gravel on these roads.  Some additional gravel (amounting to roughly $400 worth) will 
be spread later this Fall or Winter after we’ve had some rain.

Membership Committee Report - Introductions were made to the new members who 
were attending.  Sharon and Cliff Hoem, Kris and Rachel Keil, Kim Kittelson and Caitlin 
Connolly were all welcomed as new members.  John described that the voluntary 
member directory that was distributed for the first time earlier this year will be updated 
soon.  This will be done to correct any known errors and to add any additional members 
who wish to be included.  John stated that he is willing to continue chairing this 
committee, but he welcomed anyone who is willing to help out.



Karen proposed forming a new “Events Committee,” that will be responsible for 
organizing special events such as the July picnic.   She described that this year’s picnic 
was a big success, and besides being fun for those who came, the raffle generated 
$343 to support the Toandos Emergency Preparedness Committee (TEPC).  This was 
matched with $157 from the Club for a total donation of $500.

On the topic of TEPC, Roland Faragher-Horwell (who leads this effort) was asked to 
give a summary of what’s been going on.  He described that the committee began about 
18 months ago, and divided responsibilities among various subgroups including 
coverage for food, water, medical care, communications, emergency supplies and 
evacuations.  The LBJ Community Center serves as the headquarters for medical and 
logistics operations.  This committee has become the model for the County to 
demonstrate to other communities how this can best be done.  It shares much in 
common with FEMA and the Fire Department in terms of record keeping and process 
management.  The State Department of Emergency Management provides insurance 
coverage for many of the TEPC-developed activities.  It’s important for all people to bear 
in mind that they (and their guests) should be prepared to survive for a minimum of one 
month without outside contact in the event of a major emergency event.

Concerning the status of the fire hydrants in our area, Karen asked Chris Mclane to 
provide an overview since he has been closely involved in recent months.  Chris 
described that no improvements have occurred since the PUD took over the system 
about 5 years ago despite their agreement to do so.  Roughly 4 years ago, the PUD 
placed bags over all of the hydrants to prevent their use, and informed the Fire Chief 
that the hydrants could not be used unless training was arranged for responders to 
operate the hydrant valves in such a way as to not damage the underground lines.  This 
opportunity for training was not pursued, and the Fire Chief instead directed the staff to 
not use the hydrants for any emergency response.  There was an exception that the 
one fire hydrant located next to the water tank was allowed for use by the Fire 
Department.  A plan was developed by the former PUD general manger to install a 
1,000 foot line from the water tank to the main fire protection line on Hazel Point Road, 
but no progress for that plan occurred.  A new PUD general manager took charge in 
about May of this year, and since then there has been progress.  The Fire Chief was 
informed in mid-June that the hydrants will remain bagged, however, they can be used 
by the Fire Department during a fire response.  A while later, the PUD coordinated a 
resolution through the County to declare the Coyle Water District as a public health 
emergency.  Owing to this resolution being approved, the PUD was authorized to 
pursue the design, bidding and construction of the 1,000 foot line that had been 
previously planned.  This process is currently underway and installation may be 
completed by the end of this year.  Furthermore, the PUD intends to develop a six year 
plan for improvements to the entire utility, and this will likely include the water lines in 
Churchill Coyle.  Chris is very impressed by the leadership demonstrated by the new 
general manager, Larry Dunbar.



Roland described recent progress towards training of volunteers for fire response.  
There are currently 7 local residents who are training to operate the local trucks.  This 
may reduce the response time for a local fire emergency compared to responders 
coming from one of the more distant stations.  The local volunteers have been provided 
with special phones that alert them about emergencies within the Coyle area.  This has 
already proved very beneficial following July 4th when a smoldering camp fire started to 
grow next to the entry to Fisherman’s Harbor.  People were able to get to the fire by 
boat, and using a bucket brigade, minimized the fire prior to the arrival of the official 
responders.  Karen mentioned that Robert Ruble has volunteered to trim branches 
along the roads to enable passage of the fire trucks.

Dock Committee Report - Roland, who has served as the Dock Chairperson for the past 
two years spoke to this.  He mentioned that a successful work party took place 
yesterday.  He summarized recent major improvements as follows:
a.  Disabled mooring is now established with signage and railing at the first two tie-up 
locations after entry through the pedestrian gate.  A disabled loading location is also 
established for temporary use in case the two storage locations are full.  These facilities 
have received a lot of positive feedback.  There is now consideration of adding similar 
materials in the future to support small boat use on the inner side of the dock.
b.  A key fob is no longer needed to exit the dock.  A button was installed on the dock-
side of the pedestrian gate to allow people to open the gate by simply pressing the 
button.  This addresses the safety concern that people need to be able to exit in the 
event of fire or other emergency.

Karen described that one of the conclusions from the Dock Assessment performed this 
summer was that the under-water surfaces of the dock are actually in good condition 
and do not require application of crack sealant.  Since we had previously expected 
under-water sealant to be needed, funding was approved by the membership meeting 
last April to do this.  Karen asked Tim to describe the concrete surfaces above water 
level that instead deserve attention.  Tim described the term “spalling” which refers to 
the degradation that results from freezing and thawing in combination with water 
penetration into small cracks on a concrete surface.  There is evidence of this 
proceeding on our dock surfaces as described in our dock assessment report.  There 
are products that are commercially available that can be sprayed onto the concrete that 
slow this degradation.  Tim found one product that can be applied at a rate of 1 gallon 
per 250 square feet.  Pressure cleaning of the dock should be done in advance of 
applying the sealant.  Cost for applying 2 coats will likely be less than $1,200 for the 
material.  Karen asked for a show of hands in favor of reallocating funds from the 
previously approved under-water sealing to this anti-spalling sealing.  There was a clear 
majority in favor of this project.  Chris pointed out that treating the wood perimeter would 
also be beneficial.  Tim agreed that it makes good sense to combine the activities since 
both the concrete and the wood will be cleaned and both need protection.  Tim will 
investigate further on the materials that can be used, and likely, both tasks can be done 
within the approved budget amount.



Karen described a new sign that will be installed at the Dock to specify Best 
Management Practices (BMP’s) that relate to the use of water at the dock (basically to 
not wash vessels or vehicles with soap).  Part of the rationale for this sign is to 
demonstrate to DNR that we are good stewards of the tidelands, bearing in mind that 
the lease will need renewal next year.  Chris inquired if the dock rules will be modified to 
include these best practices.  Karen replied that the BMP’s are being posted but lack 
any form of enforcement.  Chris proposed an amendment to the dock rules to include 
these BMP’s to allow for enforcement methods available to the Club.  He also proposed 
amending our current dock rule #18 which describes the dock maintenance position 
(long held by Joan Berringer).  The amendment should describe the responsibilities that 
have been assigned to a second dock maintenance person (currently filled by Olivia) to 
address routine maintenance of the floating dock.  Exact wording of these proposed 
amendments was not available during the meeting.  However, the intent was clear and 
the board will include notice with suitable words for these proposed amendments in the 
year-end newsletter.  The proposed dock rule amendments will be discussed further for 
voting at the Spring membership meeting.

Karen informed the members that Roland will soon be stepping down from being dock 
chair, and Tim Mickelson has agreed to take on this position.

Dock Planning Committee Report - Tim is currently chairing this committee, and he 
described that the purpose is to address long-term maintenance or improvements that 
are anticipated.  Tim described how the professional assessment of the dock from 
earlier this year concluded there are at least 30 years remaining for the dock life with 
the exception of the wooden ramp that leads to the main dock.  Tim reported that the 
ramp is in bad condition and will need replacement within the next 2 or 3 years.  The 
planned replacement of the ramp is expected to be an important element of the DNR 
lease renewal.  Tim intends to start looking into options to be compared.  When some 
information is collected over the coming 3 or 4 months, Tim will organize a meeting for 
this committee to discuss the best options.  Chris suggested that we try to remain open 
to used equipment that sometimes becomes available through Craig’s List, etc.

Karen summarized the status of special projects that were brought up for discussion at 
the Spring meeting:
a. The proposed low-level kayak dock has been withdrawn by the initial proponents, 

and is no longer under consideration.
b. The task of scanning all club archives (to be compliant with our bylaws) will be 

carried out by a member at significantly less cost than originally estimated.  The 
board has authorized this within the discretionary budget.

c. A surveillance camera system for the dock was discussed at the Spring meeting, but 
lacking any cost information no funding was authorized at that time.

As rationale for item c, Karen went back to our Bylaws and described how a 
surveillance system could benefit community well being and aid in protecting community 
and personal property.  At Karen’s request, Roland researched suitable options for a 
surveillance system, and arrived at a solution that would rely on solar power and cellular 



communication for a wireless approach.  Roland presented a very thorough set of 
charts describing the technical and cost details of this approach.  These charts are 
included as an attachment to these minutes.

Karen suggested a “starter” package consisting of two cameras that the club could 
evaluate until the coming spring membership meeting.  Cost for this would be $720 (the 
recurring cost for a six month period).  There was open discussion about this idea 
among the members.  Concerns that were expressed included: 1) current problems at 
the dock are minor, 2) privacy is invaded and 3) enforcement process is unclear.  To 
determine membership support for this, Chris suggested there be a show of hands of 
members who are not in favor of a camera system on the dock or Birch Street.  The 
result was 22 members did not support and 8 were supportive.  Based on this, this 
project will not be pursued further.

Karen announced that next year marks the 50th anniversary of the Churchill Coyle 
Estates.  She summarized the current status of club membership among the property 
owners, and pointed out that there is a good opportunity to increase the membership.  
She will be encouraging members to help reach out to all property owners to participate 
in celebrating this anniversary.  Members present were very supportive of this goal.

Following this overview of goals for the coming year, nominations and voting for open 
positions on the board proceeded. It was noted that the Vice President position is 
currently vacant owing to John McClane stepping down yesterday for other 
commitments.  Nominations from the board for the positions of President, Vice 
President and Treasurer were stated by John to be Karen, Tim and Ted respectively.  
There were no nominations from the floor for any of these positions.  Members voted in 
favor of each of these three officer nominees in turn.  In the case of Vice President, Tim 
will assume the position immediately, and continue through the duration of next year.  
There were no nominations from the floor for secretary, so Karen stated the board 
would pursue filling that position at a later time.  Dennis nominated Kris Keil for the open 
one year directorship and he was approved.  Kimberly Kinser nominated herself for the 
open 3 year directorship and she was approved.

Karen asked for a volunteer to organize events (nominally the two membership 
meetings and the July picnic).  Paul Shelton volunteered to do this, though he hopes to 
find help  for that.

Karen noted that April 14, 2019 will be our next membership meeting, and the Fall 
meeting will be on September 1, 2019.

Karen gave the floor to Paul, who requested to give notice of a motion for a proposed 
dock rule amendment. Paul read his motion as follows:
“Notice of motion to amend dock rule 2 so that it reads:
There shall be one dock membership per lot, but no property owner may hold more than 
one dock membership irrespective of the number of lots owned.  However, full-time 
tenants may also qualify for dock rights without requiring that the property owner 



relinquish his or her dock rights, whether such owner must vacate to rent or may rent an 
additional domicile owned on a different lot.  To receive a dock membership, a tenant 
must present a signed lease of 6 months duration or longer to the Club Treasurer.  
Renters are subject to the same rules and fees as owners except that upon vacating 
tenancy, unexpired club dock memberships shall be cancelled.  Landlords shall be 
responsible to inform the club upon vacancy.  If a competition arises for limited slips at 
some future date, property owners will have priority over renters.”

Karen pointed out that there will be no discussion of this notice until the coming Spring 
meeting.  Karen expressed thanks to all for their participation.

Jackie Gardner moved to adjourn and with second from Cherylann Schmitt, the meeting 
was adjourned at 2:58

=================================

Attached presentation materials are available online as follows:

1. CCC Fall 2018 Membership Mtg Presentation v2.pptx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o4iBTRb7e4uyOWlQvxvp8hebqMooz-vF

2. Dock Surveillance Cameras 2018.pptx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dX6sNz28jcBhK8qY_EgOyAfkJJxu_hwd

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o4iBTRb7e4uyOWlQvxvp8hebqMooz-vF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dX6sNz28jcBhK8qY_EgOyAfkJJxu_hwd

